
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an acquisitions editor. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for acquisitions editor

Accountable for the acquisition and development of high-quality discipline-
specific content
Responsible for creating discipline specific learning tools that will meet
customer needs
Travel as needed for focus groups, conferences, events, and campus visits to
develop market insights and test the market viability of products
Work closely with authors, shared editorial assistant, to ensure manuscripts
are of high quality, well prepared, and meet scholarly, market, and financial
expectations
Assist in preparing content for internal or external publication
Originate book projects either proactively or in response to inbound book
proposals
Manage book contracts in cooperation with the Manager of Acquisitions &
Development to secure book acquisition
Provide developmental editing to strengthen books in their quality, tone, and
theological reliability in alignment with LifeWay’s mission and values
Bear responsibility for author relationships and author retention
Monitor and measure success by quantitative (business) and qualitative
(ministry) analysis, and manage internal and external reporting according to
set goals

Qualifications for acquisitions editor

Example of Acquisitions Editor Job Description
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Must have superb written/verbal communication skills, strong organizational
skills, be self-motivating and results driven, be adept at negotiations, and
have customer and market focus creative/innovative attitude
The ability to travel to conferences/events several times per year
Experience as an acquisitions editor or related editorial/publishing
experience, ideally in trade publishing
Must be willing and able to travel to conferences and events
Successful track record of no less than 3 years in a market-facing or
equivalent role
For a Senior Editor candidate, experience organically developing a list people
management experience required


